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Thursday, September 30, 2010
“The place where optimism most
flourishes is the lunatic asylum.”
-Havelock Ellis (1859 - 1939)

Bull v. Bull –
A Second
Smelter
Conspiracy
By Benjamin Loucks
~ Daily Bull ~

As many have already been
made aware, last Saturday,
a building which was part
of an abandoned smelter in
Hancock went up in flames.
At 11 PM firefighters were
called to the scene and had
quite a fun time spraying the
bejeebus out of the burning
building for hours on end.
Though the Fire Marshall is still
trying to determine the exact
cause of the rather crowdgathering blaze, a confidential informant to the Daily Bull
known only as “BLU Spy” has
informed us that cause was
indeed arson, and it was
perpetuated by a company
called Reliable Excavation
Demolition.
Reliable Excavation Demolition (Or RED for short), for
those not in the know, is a
myriad of sub-fronts who
secretly control half of the
world’s governments. Their
...see Fortress 2 Team on back
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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like ‘Murica!

Internet Superheroes

By Matt “Undercover Minority” Villa ~ Daily Bull

A crazy happenstance has occurred
here at Michigan Tech. The crazy rainstorm last week, coupled with negative
energy from the Sun, sent a strange
power surge through the network,
randomly affecting many residents using
Tech’s ResNet. Working with ResNet, we
managed
to find a
few cases of the
affected,
s o m e
w i t h
g o o d
o u t comes,
and others bad.

I could actually smack dumb people
over the internet,” explained Jayko.
Jayko’s power was not the only good
occurrence.

Another student, this time a young Liv
Hoppenpoplous, sought us out and
gave us
h e r
story. “I
was just
doing
some
research
o
n
Google
for a
paper
I was
writing,
This is what you get for trash-talking my momma.
On the INTERNETS (a series of tubes)
We came upon
and suddenly
a young man
the screen
named Jayko Livens, who had report- went super bright. Right after that, I
edly been playing Modern Warfare 2 suddenly felt that I knew whatever
that night. “It was weird, my computer I was looking at, and when people
started freaking out, then I was back to would ask me to look up something, I
playing the game. After I was getting could tell them whatever they needed
tired of this smack-talking 13-year old, I to know without looking it up. It’s like I
suddenly found myself able to see him, AM Google, go ahead, ask me anything,
as if I was right behind him. I took the I’m feelin’ lucky.”
opportunity and smacked him upside
the head, that’s when I discovered that All changes are not good however, as
...see Surge of Superpower on back

Hip hop hippy to the hoppy to hip hip hop...

Pic o’ the Day!

BURGER. BUUUUUUUUR-GUUUUUUUUUUUUR. SO MUCH MEAT YUM YUM WHOLE BODY DIES.
Here’s lookin’ at you, Invincible, and your two pound delicious burgers.
SPEAKING OF FOOD OMG YUM STUDIO

... Fortress 2 Team from front

rivals, the Builders League United (BLU
for short) own the other half. Within
various two-forts, gravel pits, and the
like, the two companies often hire
heavy-duty mercenary teams to burn,
explode, shoot and otherwise maim
each other in spectacular fashion for
control over individual hotly-contested sites. Soldiers, scouts, black
Scottish Demomen, Heavy Weapons
Guys, Snipers and others are usually
part of the roster, fighting with fierce
tenacity and plenty of taunt kills.
Occasionally, one of their battlegrounds can suffer some pretty crazy
damage, and the poor, poor smelter
in Hancock was no exception to this
rule. A late-night Capture the Intelligence battle ended up in a stalemate
when a RED pyro, known for his (or is it
her?) extreme love of fire and inability
to speak, lit up the carpenter’s building which was being used as a sort of
‘spawn point’ for the BLU team. This
was, apparently, against the rules of
the engagement and much complain-
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ing about spawn-camping was made.
Though the the fire should only have
burned the building for about 10 seconds,
which is the
standard
burn
time
on a
pyro’s
flamethrowe r ,
s o m e
sort
of
bug called
combustibility caused the entire
builidng to ignite
and send pillars
of flame shooting into the air.
The RED pyro
was obviously overjoyed according to our informant,
raising their flamethrower into the air
in triumph and yelling something unintelligable, possibly in a Star Wars reference.

in finishing their appointed job - the
result of overturtling Engineers - and
the smelter building had pretty much
gone up in a blaze of glory. With fire sirens on
the approach, both
teams scattered like
spycrabs, and the
battle ended up
in stalemate. When
questioned about
this turn of events,
the Houghton police chief commented,
“Stalemate, huh? Well, I
guess that means they’re
all losers. Buncha maggots!
I’m going Soldier next
time anywa... err,
thanks for the
info.”

On a side note, the
owners of the smelter
buildings have allegedly sued Mann
Co., creator of the flamethrower used
to torch the building, for approximately $12.7 million dollars. CEO of Mann
Co., Saxton Hale, has commented
that he intends to settle out of court...
However, the two teams took too long WITH HIS BARE FISTS.
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In a bizarre case of convergent evolution, partridges have spent millions of years
developing bodies that are perfectly adapted to mimic the shape of pears. Sadly, this
attempt to ward off predators proves fruitless, as partridges are brown and pears are
generally greenish-yellow. --John Earnest, Daily Bull zombie back from the grave

... Surge of Superpowers from front

in the case of Liv’s class mate Ann to come to, but all he could say was
Abelle. “I was doing some research “Newfag” and “Desu”. It was seriously
on Wikipedia for the paper in class, weird man, I feel bad for the guy.” Kyle
when my screen got really bright, is currently residing in the Hancock
then boom, I suddenly knew
Mental Health Facility.
everything. And not just
about the topic,
One of the
but about evmost bierything and
zarre cases
anyone.
was the disProblem is,
appearance
sometimes
of Steve Jones,
the informawho was playing
tion is wrong,
World of Warcraft at
or I’ll sudthe time of the surge.
denly think
His roommate explains,
a celebrity is
“He was raiding
dead when
one minute, then
they aren’t, like
he was gone the
poor ol’ Justin
next. I have no
Bieber. Why
idea where he
Before you die, you see.... BOXXY!
did he have
went, I looked
I’M NOT TROLLIN’!
to die being atbehind me, and
tacked by a pack of transvestites, his chair was empty, even the Cheetos
WHY? Good Night, Sweet Prince.”
were gone!” A missing persons report
is still out for Steve; however any clues
In yet another case of powers to his whereabouts have yet to be
gone wrong, we take a look at Kyle found. Contacting Blizzard EntertainOmaigad, who happened to be look- ment, we asked about his character
ing at the popular site 4Chan during to see if he had said anything about
the storm. Because of Kyle’s state, his where he may have gone. Blizzard
roommate gave an explanation of looked up his record and told us that
what happened. “It was weird, he his character hasn’t logged off since
was spoutin’ off memes and shit, then the accident, and is currently raiding
suddenly I saw a flash from behind ICC 10.
me and BOOM, there he is on the
floor, gurgling. I picked him up and More on these changes when they
put him on the futon, trying to get him develop.

